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In recent years, a wide range of urban professionals, activists, and other individuals and groups 
have developed more democratic, collaborative, and inclusive ways of shaping cities. As part of 
this movement of deeper civic engagement, and while confronting the ongoing pressures such 
as privatization and commodification that affect the public resources, Bucharest has experienced 
the emergence of informal civic groups. Claiming the right to participate in “the production of 
space,”1 their actions are driven by the belief that the city is a resource that should be open to all.
This article contributes to the growing literature on urban commons by situating the concept 
within these particular urban movements and their spatial practices. It assesses the civic 
engagement in Bucharest and discusses the temporary interventions constructed by some of the 
civic groups from a theoretical perspective based on the notion of urban commons. Although 
small-scale and temporary, these interventions can act as catalysts for active community and 
citizenship engagement, based on the defense and protection of the public spaces. Following 
this, I argue that the micro infrastructures built by civic groups in the public spaces are part of 
an emergent form of “commoning.”2 Set in an urban environment where civic action is often 
the last line of defense against continuous depletion, enclosure, privatization and disappearance 
of public goods, these micro infrastructures, characterized by their ephemeral nature, act as test 
sites for future collaborative city making.
There is a growing interest in urban commons, both as a theoretical construct and as a 
practical undertaking.3 Many scholars and activists see the commons as an answer to overcome 
contemporary challenges facing the city.4 The contemporary understanding of “commons” 
originates in the debates of the second half of the 20th century over the governing models of 
the common pool (mostly natural) resources.5 More recently, scholars expanded the concept 
to include types of shared resources that have been reconceptualized or identified as “new 
commons.”6 Thus, urban resources such as derelict buildings, parks, empty lands, gardens, 

1  Henry Lefebvre, The Production of Space (Oxford: Blackwell, 1991).
2  The term “commoning” has been coined by historian Peter Linebaugh to express the relation between 

a resource and the community using it. Peter Linebaugh, The Magna Carta Manifesto: liberties and 
commons for all (Berkley, Los Angeles and London: University of California Press, 2010), 279.

3  See for example Mary Dellenbaugh et al. (ed.), Urban Commons: Moving Beyond State and Market 
(Basel: Birkhäuser, 2015), Christian Borch and Martin Kornberger (ed.), Urban Commons. Rethinking 
the City (New York and Abingdon: Routledge, 2015) and Stavros Stavrides, Common Space: The city as 
Commons (London: Zed Books, 2016).

4  Massimo De Angelis talks about “a commons turn” witnessed in social movements around the world and 
“a new commons renaissance.” See Massimo de Angelis, Omnia Sunt Communia. On the Commons and 
the Transformation to Postcapitalism (London: Zed Books, 2017), 10–13.

5  Garett Hardin and Elinor Ostrom are the two leading researchers that focused on the governance 
mechanisms for shared resources. Their researches represent the two main directions in commons 
studies regarding their governance: privatization or the state’s control as ways to avoid “the tragedy of the 
commons” (Hardin), and the collective self-organization and collaboration (Ostrom).

6  See Charlotte Hess’s extensive mapping of the “new commons” in Charlotte Hess, “Mapping the New 
Commons” (paper presented at the 12th Biennial Conference of the International Association for the Study 
of the Commons, University of Gloucestershire, Cheltenham, England, July 14-18, 2008).
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squares and streets, or the city itself, started to be recognized and claimed as commons.7 It is  
through people’s participation and political action that public spaces become commons.8 It is 
precisely people’s action that make commons different from the public spaces and public goods. 
For many researchers and activists, this collective, mainly grassroot undertaking represents a 
way to protect urban public resources from enclosure and commodification. It is from this 
perspective that the actions of the civic groups to defend and protect public spaces can be 
regarded as commoning practices.

The Context of Bucharest: Public Spaces and Citizen Engagement 

In order to understand the relationship of Bucharest’s citizens to its public spaces, this chapter 
discusses key political events in recent local history which have caused significant shifts in how 
people access and use public spaces.9 The first shift happened in December 1989. Throughout 
Communism, the public realm was a political matter of the state.10 Under the strict control of 
the Party-State the urban public spaces were politically deserted and detached from the people, 
being described by Vintilă Mihăilescu as non-places.11 During the Romanian Revolution of 
1989, however, public spaces instantly became sites for the expression of political discontent 
and claims for change. The temporary occupation of the central squares and boulevards marked 
a transition in the way people related to public spaces. They could now belong to the people.
The long transition that followed the fall of Communism marked the second shift. The city 
went through a “radical, paradigmatic reversal: from a space shaped by the socialist state [...] to 
a space shaped by unleashed private economic interests.”12 Through privatizations, enclosures 
and commodification, the city came to resemble what Ștefan Ghenciulescu calls “an archipelago 
of private places.”13 Those who could, took a share of the city’s public goods and spaces.
The third shift occurred during 2013–2015, when a series of protests triggered by the mining 
project in Roșia Montana14 and by the Colectiv Club tragedy15 became instrumental in shaping 

7  For political philosophers Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri the city is at the same time the origin and the 
container of “the common.” See Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri, Commonwealth (Cambridge, MA and 
London: Harvard University Press, 2011), 154.

8  David Harvey, Rebel Cities: From the Right to the City to the Urban Revolution (London and New York: 
Verso, 2012), 72–73.

9  I follow here Elke Krasny’s analytical approach of contemporaneity as a paradigm that influences 
architecture and urban space. See Elke Krasny, “On the urgent need for contemporary action,” in Make_
Shift City: Renegotiating the Urban Commons, ed. Francesca Ferguson (Berlin: jovis, 2014), 123–125.

10  Ana Maria Zahariade, Architecture in the communist project. Romania 1944–1989 (Bucharest: Simetria, 
2011), 63.

11  Vintilă Mihăilescu uses Marc Augé’s term of non-places. See Vintilă Mihăilescu, “Public și privat în 
București. O introducere” [Public and Private in Bucharest. An Introduction], Societatea Reală 2 (2005): 
5–22.

12  Ivan Kucina, “Commoning of the Uncommonness: Developing Urban Commons in Post Socialist City,” 
Intrasformazione 5:2 (2016), 106.

13  Ștefan Ghenciulescu, Orașul transparent: limite și locuire în București [Transparent City: On Limits and 
Dwelling in Bucharest] (Bucharest: Editura Universitară “Ion Mincu”, 2008), 114–115.

14  Roșia Montana is a small village in Transylvania that has a mining tradition since the Roman Empire, and 
that nowadays is a UNESCO World Heritage site. In 2000 the Roșia Montana Gold Corporation belonging 
to Canadian-based Gabriel Resources was given a license for open-pit mining. Since then, the company 
lobbied for the beginning of the mining project, that the activists claim will engender the environment and 
destroy the ancient Roman archeological sites. A draft law approved by the government triggered an 
unprecedented series of marches and protests in Bucharest and many more cities (also in diaspora) which 
took place regularly form September 2013 to the following spring.

15  On October 15th 2015, a fire started during a concert in Colectiv Club in Bucharest, that led to the tragic 
death of dozens of young people and the injury of many others. The public outburst over the structural 
causes of this tragedy, especially a matter related to corruption, triggered a series of protests in Bucharest 
and other major cities eventually leading to the fall of the government and several other local politicians.
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a new civic conscience.16 Some public spaces in Bucharest were again used for political protests 
and the city itself became a channel to express people’s rights and convey their demands. The 
protests in Piața Universității and the marches through the main boulevards brought people 
together using the city in a different way.17 The occupation of the central nodes, both physically 
and socially, gave a higher profile to the people’s political engagement.18 After years of ultra-
liberal policies of enclosure, commercial rivalry and individualism, these events contributed to 
the revival of the theoretical and practical importance of the public space.19

In parallel with these events, a movement of civic engagement and activism emerged in 
Bucharest in 2009–2010.20 Initiated and supported by CeRe (Resource Centre for Public 
Participation), an NGO specialized in community organization, informal groups of citizens 
started to organize around Bucharest’s neighborhoods, driving their actions towards solving 
current, local issues mostly related to the physical condition of public spaces.21 This article 
argues that the actions of these groups represent a new shift in the way (some) people engage 
the urban public spaces. These actions are “forms of adoption of the defended spaces which are 
rooted in the people’s attachment to these places.”22 People react to the state of neglect of the 
public spaces and to what Adrian Blackwell identified as two forms of enclosures, one carried 
out by private entities using the space as a commodity, and one imposed by the state and local 
authorities through excessive control, surveillance and regulations.23 Defending and protecting 
the public resources and belonging to a community based on proximity and shared values are 
the two features that characterize the members of these groups. The public spaces they protect 
represent a form of personal and common territory. People act for and on behalf of these public 
spaces when no one else does, because these spaces relate to their personal and collective history 
and memory. Members of the Bucharest-based civic groups perceive public spaces as “common” 
rather than “public goods.”24 For them, public space can best be described in Christopher 
Alexander’s terms, namely as a common land, as a meeting place and connection to a larger 
social system.25 Thus, through people’s constant struggle, the abstract “public” space, a space 
that belongs to everyone and in fact to no one, can become a space of a community.26 

16  For further details of this urban awareness in Bucharest and the civil society see Celia Ghyka, “Urbanity 
and Civil Society. The Rise of a New Urban Generation in Bucharest during the 2000s,” sITA 3 (2015).

17  See Ștefan Ghenciulescu’s urban analysis of the marches in ”Recucerind orașul. Prin Roșia Montană,” 
[Reclaiming the City. Through Roșia Montană] Zeppelin 120 (2014), https://e-zeppelin.ro/recucerind-orasul-
prin-rosia-montana/, last accessed May 4, 2022.

18  Peter Mörtenböck and Helge Mooshammer, “Tent cities, people’s kitchens, free universities: the global 
villages of occupation movements,” in The social (re)production of architecture: politics, values and actions in 
contemporary practice, eds. Doina Petrescu and Kim Trogal (Abington and New York: Routledge, 2017), 258.

19  Adrian Blackwell, “Tar and Clay: Public Space Is the Demonstration of a Paradox in the Physical World,” in 
Public Space? : lost and found, eds. Gediminas Urbonas, Ann Lui, and Lucas Freeman (Cambridge: SA+P 
Press, 2017), 19.

20  The Bucharest phenomenon mirrors a “global civil parade” of social movements and citizens’ initiatives 
that point out to the opening of a new “civil space” worldwide. See Pascal Gielen, “The Global Civil Parade. 
Constitutions of Transnational Citizenship,” in Courageous Citizens. How Culture Contributes to Social 
Change, ed. Bas Lafleur, Wietske Maas, and Susanne Mors (Amsterdam: Valiz, 2018), 126.

21  I use the term neighborhood to designate an area of the city clearly defined by geographical or historical 
criteria (as is the case with Cotroceni or Drumul Taberei in Bucharest) or by the sense of belonging of the 
inhabitants based on proximity, identity or history (as is the case with Cișmigiu or Parcul Izvor).

22  Marinela Rață Panaite, “Apărătorii orașului” [The Defenders of the City] (Master diss., National University 
of Political Studies and Public Administration, 2022), 34.

23  Blackwell, “Tar and Clay,” 19.
24  Ursula Dimitriou, “Commons as public. Re-inventing public spaces in the centre of Athens,” in Spatial 

Pactices. Modes of Action and Engagement with the City, ed. Melanie Dodd (New York and Abingdon: 
Routledge, 2020), 38.

25  “Without common land no social system can survive.” Christopher Alexander et al., A Pattern Language. 
Towns. Buildings. Construction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977), 336–340.

26  Oana Preda, interview by Laura Ștefănuț, Digi24, https://www.digi24.ro/emisiuni/exclusiv-online/24-minute/
romani-care-produc-schimbare-interviu-cu-oana-preda-directoare-cere-693031, last accessed May 19, 2022.
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Commoning and Urban Commons in Bucharest

There are around thirty civic groups in Bucharest and hundreds of people that actively take part 
in this “movement.”27 They claim the right to participate at the decision-making processes that 
influence their lived environment – especially the public spaces – and the right to appropriate 
spaces in the city for the community’s well-being. Thus, their claims can be assimilated to the 
call for the right to the city as envisioned by Henri Lefebvre28 — a collective right not just to 
access urban resources, but to change and remake the city.29

Some of these groups are very active, reacting constantly to issues related to the public spaces 
of the city, organizing different actions and events, petitioning, protesting and advocating 
for better neighborhoods. This article focuses on two of these civic groups to illustrate that 
their actions can be viewed as emerging commoning practices. The temporality of two urban 
interventions produced by these groups is understood as a condition for urban commons to 
emerge in the local urban context. Being a member of a civic group and working with civic 
groups as an architect the author was in the middle of the phenomenon, which contributes to a 
better understanding of the researched subject. 
The two case studies, in which the author acted as co-initiator and co-designer, are: Centrul 
Comunitar Tei, developed within studioBASAR architectural practice, and Grivița Verde project, 
that was built as a case study for an exploratory participatory action-research to investigate 
urban commoning in Bucharest. In both cases, the methodology used is based on practice and 
various interactive qualitative research methods such as case study, participant-observation, 
interviews, and informal discussions with members of the two groups.

Centrul Comunitar Tei
“Lacul Tei” civic group is part of the first form of local grassroot urban activism that emerged 
in Bucharest in 2009–2010. The Tei neighborhood that was chosen by CeRe’s community 
organizers is typical for Bucharest; it has a diverse population in terms of income level and 
a mix of urban characteristics: low-density areas with single-family dwellings and areas with 
a high density of apartment buildings.30 During the early years of its existence, the group 
identified problems the community faced and tried, often successfully, to put pressure on the 
authorities to resolve them. Most of their actions came in response to aggressions perpetrated by 
authorities and private entities on the public spaces. Over the years their focal point of interest 
was “Parcul Circului,” which confers a strong identity to the neighborhood. Like so many 
others in Bucharest, this park is affected by the inadequate interventions of the local authorities 
and the constant pressure from the private sector.31 In 2011, the authorities fenced an area of 
11,050 square meters and offered it to the nearby Circus for the menagerie. The group has 

27  This article is based on the current author’s PhD research. An in-depth research of civic group movement 
in Bucharest was co-authored with Marinela Rață Panaite. The results of this research will be published on 
www.bucuresticivic.ro.

28  Henri Lefebvre, “The right to the city,” in Writings on cities/ Henri Lefebvre, eds. Eleonore Kofman and 
Elizabeth Lebas (Malden, MA, Oxford and Victoria: Blackwell Publishing, 1996), 173–174.

29  David Harvey, “The Right to The City,” New Left Review 53 (2008): 23.
30  Grassroots organizations at neighborhood level initiated by ordinary citizens were missing at that time in 

Bucharest. For Oana Preda from CeRe, the civic groups filled this void. Oana Preda, interview by Catiușa 
Ivanov, HotNews, March 6, 2016, https://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-administratie_locala-20847200-interviu-
oana-preda-ong-ist-despre-lupta-cetatenilor-sistemul-este-important-arati-esti-puternic-determinat-sunt-
multi-oameni-spatele-cauzei-tale.htm, last accessed April 28, 2022.

31  Most of the actions of civic groups in Bucharest are developed around protecting green spaces such 
as parks, leisure and sport facilities, playgrounds, and green areas around the apartment blocks built 
during socialism. This is an ongoing problem of the city as illustrated by the last civic group that emerged 
in Bucharest. The “Parcul Izvor” civic group formed in July 2022, following the aftermath of a music 
festival that damaged large areas of Izvor park. This was followed by a proposal of a private investor to 
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challenged the decision for four years by debating with local authorities, organizing protests in 
the park, and exposing the situation through different media outlets, and finally succeeded in 
returning the reunified park to the community. 
Yet, this was not an isolated event; it was only one in a series of civic interventions spanning 
over a decade, a continuous engagement of the civic group, which has acknowledged its role 
as an important actor in the protection of the park.32 The group’s activity stepped beyond 
mere reactions to occasional threats to the integrity of the park, as they are presently involved 
in finding structural solutions: they are lobbying in favor of higher public budgets for the 
management of the park and play the role of mediator between the local authorities and the 
community, among others. Eventually, the park has become for this community more than a 
generic public space; for them, acting collectively in the park’s defense has become an everyday 
social practice — a form of commoning. The group’s actions have illustrated that there are 
alternative ways of managing the park, based on collaboration with the local community as a 
valuable partner.

permanently lease the park for music events. The arguments offered were straight out of “the tragedy of 
the commons” narrative: only private management can save the park from its “derelict” state.

32  Neglect due to lack of public investment, unsuitable beautification projects, a café improperly built on top 
of a former underground public toilet, kiosks and food trucks misplaced on the alleyways, and the proposal 
to place a sculpture in the middle of the park’s main lawn, are among the most emblematic cases triggering 
the group’s involvement.

Fig. 1: Lacul Tei Civic Initiative Group. 
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In this context, the park was chosen for the construction of a small temporary space where the 
group and the wider community could interact anytime. It became Centrul Comunitar Tei, 
a modified shipping container placed in the middle of the area that was fenced off in 2011, 
which was the first grassroots urban community center in Bucharest. The opportunity came 
from a competition organized by a private bank, following which the “Lacul Tei” civic group, 
studioBASAR and CeRe founded the Center in October 2016.33 This partnership, involving 
active citizens, architects and community organizers, together with several other local actors 
made it possible in spite of bureaucratic difficulties.34 The Center was the spatial answer to 
the need of the group for a collective space of their own, and acted as a catalyst for the group’s 
actions, civic participation and collaborative and co-produced activities. It helped to channel, 
diversify and materialize the activities proposed by the old and new members; for example, 
cultural events such as theater plays and movie nights, workshops for children and adults, and 
civic meetings for discussing current issues faced by the community. The space was co-designed 
by the members of the group, and was equipped with a laptop, a printer, a loudspeaker, a 
microphone, a projections screen, a library, chairs and tables. This arrangement made the 
group’s presence more visible in both the community and the eyes of the authorities. Having 
a space of their own, even if a small one – only 14 square meters – helped to consolidate the 
relations between the existing members, to recruit new ones, and to better plan the civic, 
educational or cultural actions. 
During the first year only, over thirty events and activities took place in and around the 
Center. But the success of the first two years also came with a lot of setbacks: the frequency of 
the events, generally underfunded, consumed much of the organizers’ time and energy. The 
restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic stopped the events and activities since March 
2020, and in 2021 the container had to be moved.

33  The team included members of the civic group, Alex Axinte, Cristian Borcan and Matei David from 
studioBASAR and Vlad Cătună from CeRe. The current author was the coordinator of the implementation 
phase of the project and co-curator of the activities for the next 3 years.

34  Although temporary and without structural connections to the ground, the container was authorized 
following the same process as a permanent building.

Fig. 2: Micro-architecture as a catalyst for civic engagement. Inauguration event of Tei Community Center, 
October 15, 2016. 
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In an urban context where civic engagement is rare and discouraged by the authorities, the 
Center’s ephemeral character was from the beginning a condition — it was purposely designed 
as a temporary structure. Only its lack of physical foundations convinced the local authorities 
and the wider community to accept it, as the container was placed in a public park. However, 
for the civic group, the center functioned as a test for what a shared resource really entails. 
The built space shaped commoning practices, but it also showed that commoning requires 
commitment, which can be difficult to achieve in the long term.

Grivița Verde (Green Grivița)
“Chibrit,” the Romanian word for “match,” is the informal name of a neighborhood belonging 
to the larger Griviței area in Bucharest. “Eu trăiesc într-un Chibrit” [I live in a Match], 
belongs to the second generation of civic groups in Bucharest; their birth is connected to the 
new wave of civic and political involvement that occurred following the 2013–2015 shift in 
public awareness mentioned above. The presence of an informal organization acting at the 
neighborhood level provided a suitable space for people to engage civically. “Eu trăiesc într-un 
Chibrit” was initiated in 2017 with a cultural project aimed at familiarizing people with the 
local cultural history of the neighborhood (by means of street exhibitions and guided tours) in 
the idea of building a sense of community. The neighborhood’s identity is strongly associated 
with the most recent section of the historic road “Calea Griviței” (whose modernization was 
planned during the interwar city). This section is flanked by ten-storied apartment buildings 
built in the 1960s, covering the margins of the old urban fabric of single-family houses. Today, 
the boulevard shows a typical post-communist image, characterized by the poor conditions of 
the facades, the privatization of any cultural or community equipment, the absence of urban 
furniture, fenced green areas, and sidewalks invaded by parked cars; nothing to stimulate using 
it in common as a social space. 
This was the reason for which the members of the group decided to continue the idea of 
community activation through culture already tested in the 2017 project. In collaboration 
with artist Suzana Dan, they painted some of the ground floor passages that connect the busy 
boulevard with the old neighborhood. Part of this cultural project continued in 2021, when a 
52-square-meter area was redesigned during a participatory activity. The Grivița Verde project 
involved a team comprising group members, neighbors and professionals like urban artists, 
architects and landscape architects, and was funded by The Romanian Order of Architects.35 
The local community identified a small square as one of the possible places that needed an 
improvement. This small square had the typical fate of all the green spaces of the main boulevards 
in Bucharest over the past thirty years —downsized and fenced by the public authorities, 
commodified, and surrounded by parked cars, ultimately becoming derelict and underused. The 
team developed a participatory activity in which the members of the group and the neighbors 
acted as co-researchers, co-designers, and co-managers of the process.36 They aimed for a space 
without fences, accessible, planted and provided with a small infrastructure for socialization. 
The co-designed solution was implemented by the interdisciplinary team during a series of self-
construction weekend sessions. Of major importance for the collaborative process of city making 
was the continuous involvement of the members of the group and of some of the inhabitants 
throughout all phases of the project, from identifying the place, framing the theme and talking 
to community members, to designing the intervention and, finally, building it on site. It 
demonstrates how collective actions can be understood as commoning practices towards the city as 
a shared resource. The temporary, small-scale and low-cost intervention illustrates how particular 
spaces of the city can be transformed through appropriation into spaces for a community.

35  The landscape architect Corina Trancă, artist Suzana Dan and poet Mugur Grosu were the specialists. 
The author was the project coordinator and architect.

36  At the group’s initiative, a protocol of collaboration was signed between the two nearby owners’ 
associations and the local administration. The maintenance of the space was transferred to the neighbors 
for one year. Perceived as an important step by the members of the group, the protocol was hard to 
implement and in the end it did not function.
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Conclusion

This article assesses the engagement of civic groups in Bucharest from a theoretical perspective 
based on the notion of urban commons. The collective actions recorded show that these 
practices can be understood as commoning practices at the neighborhood level. Although the 
spaces generally targeted by this type of actions (be they parks, underused sports facilities or 
small areas located in front of apartment buildings) are public goods, they can be considered 
in terms of shared resources, as members of civic groups effectively do. They can catalyze 
interior community ties, communities are fighting for them, and the subsequent urban 
interventions act as test sites for collaborative city making, while the small-scale and temporary 
spatial infrastructures developed in these public spaces can be considered part of emerging 
forms of urban commons. Their temporary nature is their condition of existence, and helps 
them to perform as collectively shared resources. The small and temporary infrastructures also 
demonstrate that ephemerality can be a tool to test the possibilities of a more collaborative, 
inclusive and democratic city, while the civic groups’ engagement in this direction shows that 
the struggle for commons is an ongoing effort that should not be taken for granted. 

Fig. 3: Chibrit Civic Initiative Group. 
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